Three Step System 1 - 2 - 3!

**Step 1: Ultra Deep Clean**
Softens, releases and dislodges deeply embedded grime
Dissolves and lifts all types of scale
Is user friendly and non-hazardous
Does not etch porcelain or ceramic tile
Opens pores in grout lines
Prepares tile and grout for colorant and/or EPIC

**Step 2: UDT Grout Colorant**
Professional grade
User-friendly, one-coat application
Penetrates existing grout lines
Rejuvenates and recolors
Low odor
Available in 12 standard colors
Custom colors available

**Step 3: EPIC High Performance Floor Finish**
Yields high gloss, satin or matte finishes
Serves as an ideal replacement for traditional acrylic finishes
Is non-yellowing and is UV stable
Is extremely chemical and abrasion resistant
Meets FDA requirements for food preparation areas
Exceeds OSHA SCOF requirements
Increases DCOF in wet or slip prone areas